Behaviour Management
At West Park School

Every student matters, every moment counts.
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Our Purpose
To provide all students with opportunities to become highly successful
individuals within a safe, dynamic, caring and contemporary learning
environment that promotes respect for oneself and others.

Code of Behaviour
In keeping with our school values, all people in and associated with West Park
School must behave in a manner which shows:
 Respect and consideration for all members of our community,
 Respect for the property, including that of others and our school,
 An honest and courteous attitude, and
 An acceptance of responsibility for our own actions.

Teachers and pupils of West Park School have an understanding that they each
have the rights and responsibilities listed below:
Rights





To learn and teach without interruption
To learn and teach in a safe and healthy environment
To be treated with courtesy and respect
To have pride in ourselves and our community

Responsibilities
 To allow learning without disruption
 Not to endanger, hurt, bully or abuse others
 To treat others with courtesy and respect
 To show concern and responsibility towards others
 To take responsibility for our own actions
In order for optimal classroom function, children need to be aware of the Learning
Behaviours listed below:
Behaviours that will help our Learning
 Arrive on time
 Bring the equipment needed
 Talk and behave in a way that does not disrupt learning
 Leave other people and their property alone
 Talk to people in a respectful manner

Behaviour
This school believes in a positive approach to behaviour.
By ensuring that:
- rules and expectations are clear
- staff are positive yet firm and consistent
- children achieve success from an interesting programme.
- that students are engaged in constructive play at break times

We have rules to protect students and to ensure that children's behaviour is of an acceptable
standard so that the school environment can be a pleasant, secure place for all.
Individual classroom rules/ expectations are established by individual teachers with their
students.
Playground rules are revisited by staff collectively on a needs basis.
Furthermore, young children learn to internalise standards of behaviour and become self
disciplined through consistent management of their behaviour by parents/caregivers and
teachers.

Please Note: The Principal has the right to Stand-down a student without going
through School Behaviour Levels, if an incident occurs which they feel either impacts
on the safety of the child / other children or staff.

Key principles and practices we follow to develop a school tone that nurtures and
enhances a courteous, cooperative and inclusive environment.
Principles
 We have a clear school wide behaviour management plan which maximises learning
and teaching
 We promote and expect safety of self and others
 We promote and expect respect of self, others and our environment
 We establish effective and positive communication channels
 We are an inclusive and cohesive school team
 We believe we all should demonstrate initiative and perseverance in our learning and
behaviour
Practice
 The school behaviour plan will be on display in all rooms
 We will follow the discipline plan in a clear, visible and consistent way
 Classroom environments will visibly promote courteous, cooperative and inclusive
behaviour
 We will display effective models of desired behaviours

As a school it is important that we have a clearly understood behaviour plan. When everyone
consistently follows this and plays their part, the school tone is enhanced and learning
maximised.

Behaviour Guidelines
Class Teachers will……
Develop a West Park Way Treaty (rules, rights and responsibilities - 3 R’s) with students for
the classroom.
We are endeavouring to work with the responsibility model (and aim for intrinsic rather than
extrinsic motivation), but having a clear assertive discipline framework in place provides structure
while skills about making positive choices/taking ownership and responsibility for learning and
behaviour are developed.
It is important to discuss different types of rules/obligations expected in the classroom and
playground. Material by Bill Rogers suggests three categories (alter language according to level –
but use collective language to form an agreement/class contract/ treaty):
To learn well here we…/We are powerful West Park learners. We…
To feel safe here we…Our West Park safety rules…
To show respect here we…/We show West Park respect by…
A good starting point is having students brainstorm ways they do/don’t like to be treated eg.
1: ‘How can we learn well here?’
2: ‘How can we feel safe here?’
3: How do we show respect here?’

Staff and students will work through the values (Respect, diversity, honesty, collaboration,
kindness, laughter, initiative, excellence). A new value will be introduced at each assembly and
be the focus for the following two weeks. Rewards for students displaying the focus value will be
shared in assembly.

Preferred Practice in Behaviour Management
All teachers have their own preferred practices in applying successful behaviour
management techniques. As a school that has an excellent reputation for
managing behaviour successfully it is important to highlight a consistent approach
to managing behaviour.
Our values will underpin all facets of behaviour and school culture so students
develop a sense of responsibility for their own behaviour, especially as it impacts
on others rights. Preferred practices enable us to fulfill our aims of leading and
supporting behaviour that is responsible in a way that acknowledges and protects
the rights of students, teachers and parents.

Preferred Practices
All teachers will consistently clarify the common rights, rules and responsibilities at
the classroom level and general duty-of-care level.
The schools rights-responsibilities-rules-routines code forms the basis for all
behaviour management and discipline whether we are:
•
Enforcing or encouraging routines
•
Correcting a student
•
Involved in conflict resolution
•
Applying consequences
•
Working with students within our class
•
Working with students who are not in your class
Minimise unnecessary confrontation when managing students at all times.
Use positive corrective practice whenever possible
•
Plan the language of discipline
•
Use the least intrusive to most intrusive intervention strategy
•
Balance corrective discipline with encouragement
•
Re-establish working relationships as soon as possible
Keep the focus on the primary behaviour to avoid extended conflict.
Invite, model and expect respect.
Use appropriate consequences - let the consequence teach students:
•
That the student, in effect, choose their own behaviour
•
About the relationship between their behaviour and the outcome
applied
•
To work for reconciliation and restitution
•
About the need to allow cool off time

Actively promote, teach and support positive behaviour
•
Acknowledge students behaving responsibly
•
Build a positive working environment in the classroom
•
Structure the curriculum and the teaching and learning
environment for maximum success in a wide range of academic and
non-academic activities
•
Give regular and descriptive encouragement (verbal and nonverbal)
•
Hold special events for your class
•
Allow your students to have a say (class meetings)
Build and promote a united approach to behaviour management. If all the students
know your expectations and you are consistent you are far more likely to work as a
team.

In Class Traffic lights
At West Park School we use a traffic light system to support classroom and playground
behaviour rules and expectations.

Green light: brainstorm positive, appropriate behaviours and possible incentives (e.g. group
points/star of week etc.). Discuss intrinsic and extrinsic rewards for behaviour. Talk
about/photograph what these behaviours ‘look like’/complete a Y chart – display. The underlying
philosophy is that we acknowledge, praise, reward and give attention when students exhibit
desirable behaviours (catch them being good!).
Orange light: danger zone behaviours (where a verbal reminder or discussion with the student
reminds them to make better choices, setting them back on track) e.g. off-task behaviour, callouts.
Red light: serious behaviours which have a negative impact on others (e.g. hitting, swearing,
name calling, spitting) or repetitive orange light reminders.

Classroom rules:
For orange light behaviours, have logical consequences in place e.g. unfinished work: stay in 5
mins/finish for homework. Also have a clear set of steps in place for other orange behaviours,
e.g. call outs. As a teacher you need to decide with your class what are Orange Light and Red
Light Behaviours

Step 1:
Step 2:
Step 3:
Step 4:

Verbal reminder of expected behaviour
Name recorded /noted or more overt reminder of behaviour- eg stop and think card…
Short inclusionary (in-class in isolation) time-out to reflect
Excluded from classroom to complete a reflection task at a reflection spot set up in the
Team Leader’s or another teacher’s class. Follow-up discussion with teacher
regarding reflection / apology required as agreed. Reflection task kept on file.

NB: Teachers need to enter a behaviour incident report on eTap to help pin point patterns.

When Red light behaviours occur, students go straight to
either Step 3 or Step 4 (teacher judgement) of classroom rules, e.g. inclusionary / exclusionary
time out (depending on age of student and severity of behaviour, reflection sheet and
discussion). Have an arrangement with a buddy teacher and a system for getting students to their
class for time-out/reflection task. Parents will be contacted and informed of the incident and
consequence.
It is important that if someone has been affected by the behaviour, part of the consequence is
apologising and discussing how both parties could react more positively/make better choices
next time.

Applying the Traffic Lights
Behaviour Plan
(A flow chart)
Green Light:
Positive classroom behaviours-acknowledge good behaviours.

Orange Light:
Danger Zone Behaviours: Off task behaviour, calling out, moaning or giving attitude. Needs
a verbal reminder, then name on board and possible consequence if behaviours continue.
Example consequences (teacher discretion): finish work in own time, staying in for 5
minutes during next break, end of day clean up.

Red Light:
Serious behaviours which have harmful impacts on self and others: hitting, swearing, name
calling, spitting etc.
Red light behaviours require a self-reflection sheet to be completed (when, where?). If
behaviours are exhibited at lunchtime then classroom teacher needs to be informed.
Students exhibiting regular Red Light behaviours are placed on the school disciplinary plan
below:

School Behaviour Levels
NOTE: A child moves from level to level based on frequency and degree of
behaviour. Both these aspects are left to the discretion of senior staff who will seek
to base their actions on a thorough knowledge of the child, situation and incident.

Playground Behaviour Expectations
Orange light behaviours – logical consequences e.g. littering: collect rubbish (It is the
responsibility of the Duty Teacher to deal with the situation. Duty teachers may choose to
communicate behaviours to class teachers once resolved if they believe it is needed.)
Red light behaviours e.g. hitting: time out in designated area (discuss) to think about choices/fill
out reflection form – inform class teacher (reflection sheet to be discussed with duty teacher or
class teacher).
Playground Red Light behaviours immediately place students on the School Behaviour
Levels.

School Playground Behaviour Levels
NOTE: A child moves from level to level based on frequency and degree of
behaviour. Both these aspects are left to the discretion of senior staff who will seek
to base their actions on a thorough knowledge of the child, situation and incident.
Level 1:

Exclusionary Timeout – up to 20 minutes:
Duty teacher discusses with student the incident. Teacher verbally seeks to have
the child identify the outcomes of his/ her choices on self and others. Teacher
outlines behaviour expectations. A written and verbal apology expected.

Level 2:

Meeting with Team Leader - exclusion from playground for one Morning Tea.
Team leader discusses with student the incident. Leader seeks to have the child
identify the outcomes of his/ her choices on self and others. Leader outlines
behaviour expectations.
 A written and verbal apology expected.
 Student to sit outside Principals office or other supervised location.
School Culture Values Principles Practices copied out.

Level 3:

Parents are contacted by classroom teacher or team leader.
Team leaders will provide support to staff. Meeting arranged to discuss behaviour,
The School Behaviour Levels are explained to parents and what the consequences
of further negative behaviour will be. Students excluded from playground for 1
week. Student sits in isolation supervised by the principal or designated person.

Level 4:

Formalising Stand-down:
Student unable to take part in outside activities. MoE informed by Principal. The
Principal may use their discretion at this level e.g. in school informal stand-down vs
formal stand-down.

**Safe Squad will be trained to support positive play activities. If they become
aware of any playground incidences they will direct these straight to the duty
teacher. It is not their role to provide consequences for orange/red behaviour.

At the beginning of each term, students have a fresh start
For all Red Light Behaviours a red card needs to be completed and handed to
the child’s classroom teacher, who will then pass it onto their team leader.
After breaks, it can be powerful to discuss conflicts which occur and role-play
possible choices and outcomes.

NB: School and class behaviour plans work well for about 95% of students. Those
identified on the special needs register as having behavioural/social needs
may require an individual contract with goals and incentives relevant to them
(in consultation with parents/caregivers). For assistance with developing
contracts or ideas/resources see the school Senior Management Team.

Students with Significant and Specific Behavioural
Difficulties
Children with significant and specific behavioural difficulties require a learning
environment that recognises their specific needs as well as the needs of other
school members. Such children may be under the supervision of the Resource
Teacher of Learning and Behaviour (RTLB), a psychologist or other outside
agencies.
Aim: To outline the procedures for dealing with students who have significant and
specific behavioural difficulties.


Where a child is under the supervision of RTLB, a psychologist or other
outside agency for significant and specific behavioural difficulties the school
will normally be guided by any recommendations of those agencies.



Children will have an Individual Behaviour Plan (IBP) developed with the
counsellor involved or the Teacher / Parent.



The IBP is to incorporate positive as well as negative behavioural
considerations linked to respective positive and negative consequences.



The IBP needs to be fluid/ flexible so as to suit the changing needs of the
student.



Students are worked through an IBP with the aim of returning to the school
mainstream functioning under the regular school behaviour management
guidelines and structures.

School Rules of West Park School
Our behaviour will reflect our schools values on a daily basis.

Our School is a safe place for our students, staff and visitors.
Bullying in any form (including electronic) is not accepted under any circumstances.
Children will play within defined boundaries.
Students can ride school bicycles between 9.00 a.m. and 3.00 p.m. in school
grounds only on the school bike track during supervised periods. Students must
wear helmets.
Skateboards / Roller Blades / Scooters can be used in designated areas. Helmets
need to be worn when riding these for safety reasons.
Always walk inside buildings.
Any item of value should be kept at home. The school takes no responsibility for
your valuables.
Cell phones can be used during school hours if permission is given by the teacher.
If wearing earrings, studs are the preferred option.

Celebrations

Celebrations
We know that celebrations provide a means through which to acknowledge and promote
positive behaviours.

The following is a list of methods that staff use in celebrating students who
demonstrate behaviours that the school values and wants to foster.
 Assemblies – Team and whole school – awards will be presented for recognition
of students displaying our ‘focus’ value
 Classroom reward systems (may include: class auctions, beads, passports,
bank books, individual points, group points, stickers, etc.)
 School Newsletters
 Playground Reward System ‘Green Light-Gotcha’ (targeting students who: help
others, show manners, play well, include others in activities, keep the school
clean, show honesty, etc.)

“GOTCHA”
 ‘GOTCHA’ cards are used as an acknowledgement of positive playground
behaviour. The teacher on duty carries ‘GOTCHA’ cards with them and hands
them out to students they see: helping others, showing manners, playing well,
including others in activities, keeping the school clean, showing honesty, etc.
 The students then take the card/s home to share with and have signed by
parents. This is a great opportunity further praise students for their behaviour.
 The card is then returned to school and placed in a team ‘GOTCHA’ box.
Approximately every 5 weeks at the scheduled assembly prizes are given to
those students who have their name drawn out.

Bullying
Guidelines and Procedures
At West Park School we have a zero tolerance towards bullying.
The identifying features of bullying behaviour:
 It is deliberate, hurtful behaviour
 It is often repeated over a period of time
 It is often difficult for those being bullied to defend themselves
 It is difficult for those who bully to learn new social behaviours
 The bully exercises power over the victim
 Cyber-bullying can be disseminated very quickly to a wider audience
Bullying can take a number of forms:
 Physical violence
 Picking on students with special needs
 Displaying racist or homophobic behaviours
 Emotional and/or verbal (Including name calling, exclusion, threats and
coercion)
 Willful damage to property
 Cyber-bullying (Including mobile phone and internet)
 Harassment (i.e. making someone fear for their own or their family’s safety)

West Park School’s approach to bullying:
Staff deal with bullying incidents straight away to:
o support the victim,
o identify what happened,
o stop the abuse,
o help the bully change his/her behaviour.
Key features and strategies include:
 Related school procedures and guidelines:
o Behaviour Management at West Park School, which includes:
 Code of behaviour
 Behaviour guidelines
 Traffic lights
 Playground behaviour expectations
 Preferred practices in behaviour management
 Students with significant and specific behavioural
difficulties
 School rules
 Celebrations
 Reflection / Think sheet
o ICT and Internet Use
o Stand Downs and Suspensions


A Behaviour Plan (Behaviour Management) spells out the behaviours expected of children
inside the classroom, so that all children can feel safe, secure and happy at school. These
are consistent across the school.



Our long term Health and Physical Education Plan covers the following topics over two
years:
o Cooperating and Communicating
o Keeping Ourselves Safe
o Relating to Others
o Building Self Esteem
o Fair Play
o Bullying/ Kia Kaha
o Team Building
o Making Choices/Decisions
o Setting Rules
o Life Education



There is a wide range of sports equipment available for children to use at lunchtime, as
well as adventure playgrounds, games marked out on the playground and plenty of space
for children to play. These activities encourage children to play cooperatively and there is
plenty of equipment for everyone to share.



Health consultation with parents every second year, to assist in prioritizing topics covered
in our two year long term plan, is essential.



Teachers are on playground/classroom duty at interval and lunchtime. They can be
identified by a bright yellow vest. All teachers, whether on duty or not, help children with a
concern.



We have a supportive, caring environment where pupils speak up about an incident and
know that this will result in a fair resolution. Following up immediately any concerns
bought to the attention of the staff, by either students or parents/caregivers, is most
important.



Class, team and school awards are given out as positive reinforcement.



Everyone works hard to create a caring, safe and equitable learning environment in which
all children are able to achieve with excellence.



A buddy system is used where West Park School children look after new enrolments.



Classroom set of rules of expected behaviours is discussed and established early in the
year.



Staff talk about bullying in class to ensure pupils know what bullying is, and what it
includes. Most often it is verbal, and many children do not realize that what they are doing
may be bullying.

Key Anti-bullying points staff follow:


An anti-bullying process is an integral part of a positive pro-active behaviour emphasis.



It is important to raise the awareness towards bullying. Speak strongly in your class
against bullying so the students have a clear understanding that it is not acceptable and
they have a duty to support their classmates.



Run programmes that identify how we can eliminate bullying. Clarify the rules for safe
behaviour in the classroom and the playground. Empower students with the skill of
assertion. See the Health coordinator or Team leaders for programs that are available in
the school.



Listen to students who complain of bullying and act on these situations. It is acceptable for
them to report incidents to teachers or friends and it is important that these students know
that their issue will be addressed.



Victims need to know they are not bad for having been victimised and are not to blame for
being bullied. It is okay to tell.



Discuss incidents with parents. Victims, and parents of victims, need to know they can in
confidence share their needs, concerns and feelings about bullying and that the school is
proactive in working to eliminate bullying.



When dealing with a student who has been bullying present an aura of control. Be calm at
all times. Do not bully the bully. Develop a series of structured statements when
interviewing such as ~
• "I would like to talk to you about..."
• "What do you know about...."
• "What should we do now...." "What do you suggest..."



Some events may be minor and can be dealt with from within your own classroom
discipline plan using your class contracts and / or syndicate structures.



Report serious incidents of bullying to the DP or Team Leader so they can be aware and
provide support as required.



Record the incident or behaviours as soon as possible on eTap. Use your judgement
about the seriousness of incidents.



Use students as peers to build support for victims and illustrate to bullies what their peers
really think about bullying. It is important for bullies to hear what their peers think about
their behaviour.



Most of all retain control, act and provide support and action for both the victim and the
bully.

RESOURCES
RESOURCES
RESOURCES
RESOURCES
RESOURCES

Sample Reflection/ Think Sheet

Reflection/ Think Sheet
Note: Students may need to be taken through the reflection sheet verbally by a teacher.

Draw a picture of what you were doing when your teacher spoke to you about your
behaviour?

How did you make the other person feel?

What can you do to make the other person feel better?

How did you feel?

Sample Reflection/ Think Sheet

Reflection/ Think Sheet
Note: In most instances this reflection sheet can be completed independently by year 3-6
students.

1.

What had you, been doing when your teacher spoke to you about
your behaviour? What was your ‘Red’ light choice?

2.

What effect did your ‘Red’ light choice have on:
a.

Class learning? Playground atmosphere?

b.

Other students?

c.

The teacher?

d.

Yourself?

3.

What ‘Green light choice could you have made?

4.

What effect would this choice have had on:

5.

a.

Class learning? Playground atmosphere?

b.

Other students?

c.

The Teacher?

d.

Yourself?

How do you plan to deal with similar situations in the future?

Sample Red Card
Incident Report

Name:
Room:
Behaviour
1. Bullying (1, 2, 3)
2. Assault
3. Obscene language
4. Theft
5. Vandalism
6. Truancy
7. Defiance
8. ICT misuse

Date:
Time:
Parent contact – Date:
Reflection date:
Reflection date Completed

AP/DP/P signature:

Key for Bullying
1. Physical – hitting, kicking, taking belongings
2. Verbal – name calling, insulting, racist remarks
3. Indirect – spreading nasty stories, excluding from groups

Note: Team Leaders have these.

TEMPLATE for GOTCHA CARDS

GOTCHA!

GOTCHA!

Thanks! You were seen: showing kindness,
showing respect, playing well, including
others, keeping the school tidy, showing
honesty, having a great time.

Thanks! You were seen: showing kindness,
showing respect, playing well, including
others, keeping the school tidy, showing
honesty, having a great time.

Name:___________________ Room: ____
Teacher: _____________________
Parent: ______________________

Name:___________________ Room: ____
Teacher: _____________________
Parent: ______________________

GOTCHA!

GOTCHA!

Thanks! You were seen: showing kindness,
showing respect, playing well, including
others, keeping the school tidy, showing
honesty, having a great time.

Thanks! You were seen: showing kindness,
showing respect, playing well, including
others, keeping the school tidy, showing
honesty, having a great time.

Name:___________________ Room: ____
Teacher: _____________________
Parent: ______________________

Name:___________________ Room: ____
Teacher: _____________________
Parent: ______________________

GOTCHA!

GOTCHA!

Thanks! You were seen: showing kindness,
showing respect, playing well, including
others, keeping the school tidy, showing
honesty, having a great time.

Thanks! You were seen: showing kindness,
showing respect, playing well, including
others, keeping the school tidy, showing
honesty, having a great time.

Name:___________________ Room: ____
Teacher: _____________________
Parent: ______________________

Name:___________________ Room: ____
Teacher: _____________________
Parent: ______________________

GOTCHA!

GOTCHA!

Thanks! You were seen: showing kindness,
showing respect, playing well, including
others, keeping the school tidy, showing
honesty, having a great time.

Thanks! You were seen: showing kindness,
showing respect, playing well, including
others, keeping the school tidy, showing
honesty, having a great time.

Name:___________________ Room: ____
Teacher: _____________________
Parent: ______________________

Name:___________________ Room: ____
Teacher: _____________________
Parent: ______________________

Behaviour Management
All students together with their teachers have listed behaviours that are valued by
students and teachers. The demonstrating of these behaviours is supported by a traffic
light system:

TRAFFIC LIGHT SIGNALS
RED

-

AMBER GREEN -

Reflection sheet in another classroom. The time will
range from 5-20 minutes.
Reminder of the appropriate class value that is not
being demonstrated.
Positive behaviours being demonstrated.

Further Consequences
 If a student receives a RED light, the student’s parents will be contacted after
discussion with the Team Leader and or Principal. The purpose of the phone call
conversation will be to inform the parents of the incident and behaviours and that if
behaviours continue it will lead to the child being placed on an individual behaviour
plan.
 If soon after, the child again receives a light within a week a meeting with the
parent/ caregiver and relevant teacher will take place to establish and individual
three or five day behaviour plan.
 For further repeat offending, further consequences may occur during the year, eg.
Missing out on participating in significant school events or participating only if
parents agree to also attend and supervise their child. Parents will be advised in
advance if their child is at risk of missing out on school events due to repeat
offending.

If Behaviour Continues
 Guidance from the RTLB team will be sought.
 If necessary, stand-down and suspension will be used.

Code of Behaviour
In keeping with our values, all people in and associated with West Park School
must behave in a manner which shows:
 Respect and consideration for all members of our community,
 Respect for the property, including that of others and our school,
 An honest and courteous attitude, and
 An acceptance of responsibility for our own actions.

Teachers and pupils of West Park School have an understanding that they
each have the rights and responsibilities listed below:

Rights





To learn and teach without interruption
To learn and teach in a safe and healthy environment
To be treated with courtesy and respect
To have pride in ourselves and our community

Responsibilities
 To allow learning without disruption
 Not to endanger, hurt, bully or abuse
 To treat others with courtesy and respect
 To show concern and responsibility towards others
 To take responsibility for our own actions
In order for the classroom to function smoothly, children need to be aware of
the Rules of Learning listed below:

Expectations that will help our Learning
 Arrive on time
 Bring the equipment needed
 Talk and behave in a way that does not disrupt learning
 Leave other people and their property alone
 Talk to people without using ‘put-downs’ or offensive language

